
MAGIC Combo Whiteboard

Make your lecture / session innovative & interactive through smart & 

intelligent learning solutions from Scientech. The learning tools not only 

make classes more attractive for students, but also enables teachers to 

prepare, update, and transfer information and knowledge.

Scientech MAGIC Combo Whiteboard is crafted with unique 

combination of Interactive white board and traditional whiteboard on 

same platform. On interactive area, interactive stylus can be used 

whereas extra space is given to write with any dry marker.

lWindows XP, 7/Mac 10.5 through 10.8/Linux Ubuntu 10.04 

lVideo card (65K color SVGA) 

lInternet connection (registration) 

lDigital projector or display

lCD-ROM drive or Internet connection (for software installation) 

lEntier Board Dimension:W95" X D104" X H47" (equivalent to 104" 
diagonal)  

lInteractive area: W66" X D81" X H47" (equivalent to 81" diagonal)  

lNormal area: W29" X D55" X H47" (equivalent to 55" diagonal)

Features

Technical Specifications

MAGIC Combo Whiteboard Scientech 

Highlighter

Magving

Screen Capture

Pointer/Selection

Marker

Color Selection

Text

Keyboard

Thickness
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}Works with any digital projector

}Hard coated scratch resistant surface with extra space to use 
marker pen.

}Bring in Word documents, take screenshots of the Web, annotate 
on top of everything in Scrapbook 

}Share presentations over the Internet with anyone, anywhere, 
anytime

}Fully integrated PowerPoint functionality

}Intuitive tool palette gives immediate access to the tool you need 
wherever you're working on the board 

}With PowerPoint integration, annotate on a presentation and save 
all strokes as PowerPoint objects 

}Media rich Gallery provides category specific images and dynamic 
content built into Scrapbook 

}Tracking technology: ultrasound and infrared

}Includes MyScript's handwriting recognition tool for inputting text

}Built-in meeting feature to collaborate with anyone anywhere in the 
world (Data-conferencing/ shared whiteboard over IP)

Interactive Stylus
4Weight: 0.8 oz (23 g) – not including weight of battery

4Battery type: AAA alkaline 

4Battery life: 50 hours

Stylus
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